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A. Summary of Research Project, as proposed.

Regulated expression of genes that results&the cell and tissue-specific accumulation of gene
products is largely, but not solely, controlled at the Ievel of transcription. We have studied the
expression of genes that encode the J3-conglycininseed storage proteius and tic promoter h-n
the rice tungro bacillifonn badnavirus (RTBV), whose expression in rice is limited to phlocm-
associatcd cclk Wc previously identified several sequences located 5‘ of the TATA element
that are important in expression of this promoter. Very recently we isolated and characterized a
transactivator protein, RE2< that binds to one of the important cis sequence elemems, and
characterized its roIe in binding DNA and its activity in in vitro transcription reaction assays
using a celI-free extract derived from rice cel~cultures (in collaboration with Q. Zhu and C.
Lamb, The Salk Institute). RF2% a member of the bZIP class of transcriptional regulators, is
found in many ceU and tissue types in rice plants, and is involved in the tissue-specific
expression of the RT13Vpromoter. We propose to develop dominant negative mutants of RF2a
that reduced expression of the RTBV promoter in vitro and in vivo, but have no effects on the
expression of other genes that require RF2a for expression. Mutants of RF2a will be developed
by deletion analyses and site-directed mtttations: the effects of the mutations on binding of the
target sequence (designated the Box H sequence in the RTBV promoter) will be evaluated by the
affinity constant of binding (using BIAcore analyses), electrophoretic mobility shift assays
(EMSA), in who transcription assays and transienl in vivo assays. Because it is likeIy that this
bZIP factor mquircs dimerization for binding, we propose a series of experiments to develop a
single protein mutant of RF2a that dots not require dimeri~~tion to bind target DNA sequences.
The results of these studies will make it possible in the fiture 10develop stmtegies tQcontrol the
expression of one or severaI genes in a ~ivcn gene fsunily that require a common transcription
factor; dominant negative mutants may be usefid to redirect plant metabolism to alter the
production of proteins, starches or other products. A similar approach maybe useful to restrict
the replication of DNA containing viruses, incIuding the pararctroviruses and geminiviruses.

B. Summary of Research Progress

Jr)troduction

As indicated in the Summary of Research, the goal of this project was to determine the role of
the transcription factor RF2a in re~latiug expression of tie promoter from RTBV (rice tungro
bacilliform badnavirus), a plant pararetrovirus. The long-term goal was to characterize the
proteins that bind the promoter, and to develop strategies to control, at will, the expression of the
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promoter. Success would make it possible to control replication of the virus, and would be the
first example of control of replication of a plant pararetrovirus by regulating transcription of tic
promoter. A second goal was to usc the knowledge of regulation of the promoter to deveIop a
new system for control of gene expression in plants using unique combinations of DNA
sequences, elements of the RTBV promoter, and well-characterized transcriptional transactivator
protein(s). Here we describe the progress made on several of the stated goals of tic proposed
research: it is important to note that the proposaI was written for 3 years of research, and the
prcject was supported for 18 months.

We previously demonstrated that the RTBV promoter kagr.nent comprising nucleotides -62810
+45 (Bhattacharyya et al., 1993) is expressed only in phloem tissues of transgenic rice plants: it
was previously shown that RTBV infection is largely limited to vascular tissues, in particular to
the phloem. We used site-directed mutagenesis and sequence deletions to introduce mutations in
the RTBV promoter and determined the effects of the mutations on expression of the promoter in
ka.nsgenic rice plants, From these studies we determined that tissue-specific expression w-
retained on a promoter fragment comprising nucIeotidcs -164 to I-45 (l% et al., 1997a). Within
this region, nucleotides -66 to -32, which contains ‘BoxH’(n.t.-53 to -39), had a great impact on
expression of the promoter. Sequences similar to the AS-1 element found in other plant
promoters (including the well-characterized CaMV 35S promoter) and the GATA sequence
element (Lam and Ch~ 1989) are also Iocatcd on the -164 to +45 fi-agment of the promoter.
Based on the studies of Yin et al., (1997a) it was concluded that expression of the RTBV
promoter resulted from the combined interactions betxveenCMelements and multiple protein
factors and the effects of these interactions on transcription.

Because other research groups have spent considerable effort to characterize the GATA and
AS l-like sequence elements in relation to their roles in regulating gene expression, we focused
our IeSe~Ch on the isoIation and characterization of proteins that bound the BOXII sequence.
Using a yeast-base~ one-hybrid system we isolated, and subsequently characterized, a protein
that bound to nuclcotides in Box Il. The protein. was named llF2a (Rice Factor, Box II, Factor
~), was characterized as a bZIP protein. The protein is somewhdt unique in that it contains three
putative sequence domains that were predicted to play a role in regulating gene expression,
namely, a Proline-rich domain (P-domain), a Glutamine-rich domain (Q-domain) and an Acidic
domain (A-domain) (see Fig. 1). RF2a is, as expected, pnmady found in nuclei, and is present in
all or most leaf cells in rice plants: as well as in rice tissue culture suspension celIs; by contrast, it
is in very low abundance, or is absent, fkom root tissues.

In a collaboration with Q. Zhu and C. Lamb (Salk Institute), who developed an in vitro
transcription system from whole cdl extracts of rice cell suspension cultures, we found that the
RTBV promoter was transcribed appropriately in vitro. Using an antibody against RF2&
endogenous RF2a was depleted from the extract; this substantially reduced the activity of the
extract for the RTBV promoter, but not other promoters. Furthermore when RF2a, was purified
from 1?.coli and added to the depleted in vitro transcription system, expression of the RTBV
promoter was restored (Yin etal,, 1997b). We concluded that the in vitro transcription system
might be useful to determine the role of the putative regulatory domains (P, Q, and A) on the
activi~ of KF2a, Furthermore, by expressing RF2a and mutants of Rl~2ain transgenic pkmts we
would be in tic position to compare and contrast the results of in vilro and in vivo ( inplanfu)
assays related to the iimction of RF2a, and draw certain conclusions of the fimction of the
putative regulatory domains on the protein. The results of these stud~es are described here and
reflect our studies to January31, 1,999.
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T. Dctcrrnining theroIe of RF2aingrowth anddeveIop&ent ofric& Thisresmrchgoalwas
extended to include tobacco plants as well as rice plants in orclcrto gain a better understanding of
the role of RF2a in plant growth and devclopmem, and in
regulating expression of the RT13Vpromoter. The work in tobacco was conducted by Dr.
Sylvana Petruccelli, and the work in rice was conducted by Yanhai Yin (2 months;
previous gradwate student) and Shunhong Dai (10 months; current graduate student): support of
Dr. Petrwxelli was described above. Tissue culture was carried out by Ms- Rosa Carea.mo,who
reeeives partial support from this grant.

Ilflects of expression ofantisenw andscnse gene sequences of I&2a in transgenic rice plants,
The cloned cDNA encoding RF2a was ligated with the maize ubiquitin gene promoter (Uhi,) in
the sense and antisense orientation and the genes were expressed in transgenic rice plants.
Transgenic RO plants that contained the Ubi:r-u gene and accumulated high levels of RF2a
showed leaf discoloration but were otherwise normal in appearance and development. By
contrast, 11 of 34 transgenic plants that contained the antisense gene showed marked suppression
of RF2a IeveIs in leaf tissues, and leaves with reduced levels ofRF2a exhibited abnormal
growth. Most such plants were dwarfed and their leaves were twisted, and development of
vascular tissues was abnormal: in some leaves the size of the vascular bundles was reduced. In
contras~ root development appeared to be normal (Yin et al., 1997b ). The abnormal
development of plants that expressed the antisense gene sequences were reduced as the plants
reached maturity, and the plants set seed in a normal manner, We concluded from these studies
that RF2a was probably important for development of vascular tissues in young Ieaft.hues, but
not in root tissues. To fbrther defmc the developmental role of RF2a~both sense and a.ntisense
RF2a sequences were put into constructs, driven by different tissue-specific promoters, namely
the Cab3 promoter, the Pall promoter, the WI promoter, and the RTBV promoter (Fig, 2), Rice
transforma~ion of each of these constructs is in progress. ,

H. Characterizing the roIe of RF2a sequcncc domains. AS diagramed in Fig. 1, the sequence
of RF2a predicts the presence of several sequence domains ( described by Yin et al., 1997b ). We
proposed to identify, or characterize, the function of the various domains by several in vitro
assays, in protoplasmbased assays, and in transgenic plants. It has not been possible to complete
each of the proposed studies given the brevity of the award$but we have made substantial
progress on several assays,

A, Detcrminin E the minimal lenti of RF2a for binding to Box II secwenccs. The wild type Box
H sequence, and a mutant referred to as Box IIrnI are given below. Box Hml has substantially
higher binding constant for RF2a than wild type Box 11sequence (see Fig, 4 and Table I in Yin e[
al,, 1997b; attached) and was used for some of the studies.

Box H, -53 CCAGTGTGCCCCTGG
Box IIml -38 CCAGTGTGQC~CTGG

Mutants ofRF2a that lacked one or several domains (i.e., P, A, Q domains) were constructed and
expressed in 1?.coli as fiuions with 6 histidine residues to aid in purification of the proteins: the
constructs are shown in Fig. I with designations for each mutant.

Each of the proteins was tested in clcctrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) using either Box
11or Box Jlml. Since RF2a is a bZIP protein, it binds to target DNA as a homodimer w“th a
characteristic mobility in llese assays (for example, see Fig. 3, Yin etal,, 1997b). The results of
these studies were not unexpected, and demonstrated that: ( 1) the bZIP domain of RF-2< apart
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from other domains, w- sufilcient to bind Box II. Mutants that lack either the basic domain or
the leu-rich sequence are incapable of binding target DNA sequence. (2) RF2a from which a
single (P, A, or Q) domain, or multiple:(P + A, p + Q, etc.) domains were deleted bound target
DNA. Furthermore, changes in the size of the binding protein caused by the deletions, resulted in
greater rnobili~ in EMSA than did full-length RF2% presumably due to reduced sizes of the
DNA:prote.in complcxcs (Fig. 3).

In the proposal we dcscribcd experiments to develop N-terminal and C-terminal deletions, in 25
or 50 amino acid incrcmcnts, from RF2< and to determine the effect of these mutations on DNA
binding, and on biological fhnction of RF2a. This has not yet been done, and based upon the
resuks of studies described here which show that DNA binding is due to the bZIP sequences and
not to sequences in the P, & or Q domains, it seems Iess important to complete these studies in
preference to other studies.

B, Determining the binding al%nitv of RF2a and truncated mutants for Box 11DNA. We
detmmined the DNA binding constants for purified RF2a and Box II and Box ITndby standard
techniques of DNA:protein EMSA, using increasing amounts of IabeIed probe in the assays.
Using the Scatchard equation, RF2a bound Box II with Kd=3.2 nM, and to Box IIn-dwith
Kd=l.O nM.

We also used a nuclear extract and Iocated the band that contained RF2a (confirmed by a
supershift in band mobility when the reaction products were reacted with anti-RF2a antibody
prior to EMSA) following EMSA using either Box 11or Box Iirnl as probe. The band, referred to
as RF2, had a lower Kd with Box II (Kd=O.6nM) than with Box IInd (Kci=0,9 nNL Fig. 3, panel
B, and Table 1; Yin el al., 1997b). The RF2 DNA-protein complex had a more rapid mobi~ity in
these assays than did complexes containing RF2aDNA, which suggests that RF2 contains, in
addition to RF2~ a second protein. in a subsequent section, we describe the results of
experiments to identi~ a candidate protein that we propose is the second protein, Rl?2b, that
forms a heterodimer with IW2a to form the RF2 complex.

C, Activity of RF2a and mutants in in vitro transcription assays. -(The experiments described
here were conducted by Dr. Isabel Ordiz, in collaboration with Q. Zhu and C. Lamb at tie Salk
Wltutc. Supplies and other expenses were paid by this grant.) We recently reported that RF2a
purified from E. coli is active as a transcriptional activator in in vimo transcription reactions
derived from whole cell extracts from rice suspension cultures (Yin et al., 1997b ). In these
studies it was shown that RF2a is essential for accurate initiation of the RTBV promoter, but had
no apparent effect on expression of the PAL promoter.

Experiments were conducted to determine if there are direct interactions between RF2a and
components of RNA Pol 11or general transcription factors that influence the activity of RF2a in
the transcription reactions. Q. Zhu isolated cloned cDNAs encoding the TATA- binding protein
(TBP) and transcription factor UB (TFIIB from rice based upon homologies to other TBP and
TIW13protein sequences (Zhu et al., manuscript in preparation). I.. viiro transcription reactions
using the RTBV promoter were supplemented with various combinations of Rl?2~ T13P,and
TFIIB; the results of a typical reaction is shown in Fig. 4. RF2~ TBl? and TFIIB each stimulated
transcription 3 to 6 fold in these reactions; however, there was greater activity when TJ3Pand
RF2a were both added to the reaction (16x increme)- These results suggested that there maybe
interaction between RF2a and TBP, but not between RF2a and TFIIB in these assays. To
determine which functional domains of RF2a contributed to the increase in transcriptiorq we
constructed mutants of RF2a from which the P-domain, and/or A domain were deleted, while
retaining the Q-domain (see Fig. 1). When these proteins were added to similar reactions there
was little difference compared with reactions containing wild type RF2a. In contrast, mutants of
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RF2a that lacked the Q domain resulted in significantlyless product in such reactions; however,
the amount of transcription in reactions containing mutant RF2a-NAQ was consistently greater
than in reactions containing RF2a-AQ or RF2a-APAAAQ(Fig. 5). These results indicated that in
these reactions the Q domain plays a si@ficant role in initiating transcription from the RTBV
promoter. In addition, the A domain, may play a minor role in activating transcription in absence
of the Q domain.

To determine if there is significant interaction between TBP and RF2a we conducted EMSA
reactionsusing Box ITmlas labeled probe (Fig. 6). These reactions have proven to bc somewhat
difficult and the results between experiments are somewhat inconsistent perhaps because of the
difficulty in renaturing the proteins used Jiorthe reactions. Reactions contained purified RF2a or
mutants that were deleted in P, A, or Q domains (described in Fig. 1), with or without TBP, In
these reactions RF2a bound the probe as previoudy reported (Fig. 3A). In some but not all
experiments, addition of TBP to reactions containing RF2a resulted in a supershift of the protein-
DNA complex, (Fig. 6) consistent with the hypothesis that TBP interacts with lU?2a, Rcstdts of
experiments with mutants of RF2a are.clear and are currently being repeated.

D. ActiviW of RF2a and mutants in a txotoplast-based transient assay . (These studies were
conducted by S. Dai and S. Petruccelli). Wc spent considerable effort attempting to establish a
viable transient assay systcm in which to quantitate the effect of RF2a on expression of a reporter
gene construct comprising the short RTBV promoter (n.t. -164 to +45; with wild type Box U)
with the uidA reporter gene and the nos 3’ end. Protoplasts were prepared from suspension cell .
cultures of rice (Taipei 309) and from the tobacco culture BY-2, and the reporter plasrnid and a
plasmid comprising the Ubi promoter with RF2a cDNA wwc introduced by electroporation: a
]ucifemse reporter gene was included as an internal standard, The rice protoplasts, which contain
RF2a (Yin et al., 1997b), proved to be tecl~cally more diffkult to maintain in a receptive
condition than BY -2 cells, and were dropped from the study. In BY-2 protoplasts thwe was
basal level of expression from the uidA (GUS) reporter plasmid in absence of RF2~ cells that
received the reporter gene plus genes encoding RF2a driven by the 35S promoter, or any of the
mutants that lacked P, Q, or A domains, produced less GUS than cells that received only the
reporter. We consider the possibility that RJ?2ais either not active in this assay in absence of a
partner’ for forming a heterodimer, or that other co-f~ctors are missing. Alternatively, the
experiments failed because reporter and effecter genes were introduced on two plasmids. We are
currently constructing single p]asmids that contain both the reporter and the cffector genes and
will repeat the experiments described above. We are also developing rice cell lines in which
similar studies will be conducted.

III. Identification of other gene(s) whose expression requires RF2a. No progress was made
on this goal, and it will be eliminated from the project.

IV. To determine the structure of RF2a with Box 11DNA, This remains one of the long-
term goals of the research projec~ but until this time has not been pursued.

V. Developing dominant negative mutants of RJ?2a that reduce expression of the RTBV
promoter. We originally proposed to construct regulatory molecules based upon constructing
molecules that contain two bZIP domains, and to undertake a mutagenesis strategy to increase
the specificity and afiinity of the dmerized protein for the RTBV promoter. We have not yet
initiated this part of the work due to the short time-bctwccn award of the last grant, and re-
application. Instead, wc spent considerable time and effort to determine if it is possible to
control, in a positive or negdtive manner, expression of the .R7T3Vpromoter in transgenic
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tobacco and rice plants. This work has been done over the past 18 months by Dr. Petruccelli
(tobdcco) and S. Dai (rice).

A. Expression of tic RTJ3V txornoter in tobacco Plants and the role of the P. A. and O domains
on-gene ex12ression. For these studies transgenic tobacco (Mcotiana tabacum) plants were
produced that contained: (1) the reporter gene comprising the short, or long, RTBV promoter
plus uidA coding sequences and nos 3’ end; or (2) the reporter gene, plus a second gene, driven
by the CaMV 35S promoter, that encodes RF2a or mutants of RF2a. The two genes were placed
on the same intermediate plasrnj,~ and introduced into tobacco leaf discs by Agrobachrium
tumefaciw, and 10to15 transgenic plants were produced from each transformation. Fig. 7
diagrams each of the plasmid constructs tiat were introduced below are summzu-ked the rcsuhs
of analysis of these plants to date. This is an ongoing study that has been implemented by the
~eturn of Dr. Petruccelli to Argentina where she will establish a research lab: funds are requested
to make it possible for Dr. I?etruccelli to return to the lab for 6 months each year to continue this
aspect of the research project.

Transgenic plants are being analyzed by several methods: (1) the level of GUS activity is
quantitatcd in leaf extracts using standard protocols (Jefferson et al., J986); (2) leaf tissues are
stained histochemically to determine the distribution of GUS; (3) the amount of RF2a is analyzed
by ELISA using leaf extracts. For such assays, Dr. Petruccelli developed anew, polyclonal
antibody raised in rabbits against the RF2a holoprotein. The limitation of the ELISA rcaet.ion is
that each mutant protein lacks some of the antigenic determinants that are present on the ItF2a,
making comparative quantitation of each mutant protein less accurate compared with wild type
RF2a; and (4) each plant is visualized for abnormal phenotypes tlxatmight reilect impacts of the
gene(s) on plant growth and development.

Fig. 8 summarizes the results of GUS assays on each of the ~ plant lines tested to date. In this
figure, plants that oontain only the Short (S) and Long (L) RTBV promoter-GUS gene are
presented: as well as plants that contain the gene plus the second gene that produced wild type
RY2a. As expecte~ we observed a relatively wide range of activities of GUS in the transgenic
plants, as is common with.most promoter assays in transgenic plants. We will continue these
studies to the RI generation to confirm the levels of gene expression, particularly with respect to
gene segregation. Second, there was a greater level of GIJS activity in plants that contain RF2a
than in plants that do not; this was tic case when the GUS gene was driven by the Long or Short
version of the promoter (com,pares with S+RF2a; and L with L+RF2a), These results clearly
demonstrate that expression of the S and L mutants of the RTBV promoter are increased by
production of RF2a this is one of a fcw exanmles in which expression of a sinde transcrbtion
ftior affects the leve[ of exmession of the cognate 12romoter in 3 trmwzenic organism.

Lcaftissues were taken from many of the transgenic plants and stained with X-glue reagent to
identi~ tissues in which the S and T.promoters were expressed in the presence of RF24 or
mutants thereof. These experiments are in progress, and a summary of conclusions to date is
presented here, l?irs$ the S and L variants of the promoter are expressed only in vascuk tissues
jn tobacco plants (Fig. 9A, C), sirnilzmto tiansgenic rice plants (Bhattacharyya-Pakrasi e/aL,
1993; Yin and 13eachy, 1995; Yin etal., 1997a). Secondly, tmnsgenic plants that co-exP~ss tie
GUS gene and fill length RF2a show expression of GUS Throughoutthe leti, including the
epjdermal cells, and lcafrnesophyll cells (Fig. 9B, D). Since tic 35S promoter is expressed in
most plant tissues one would antj,cipate GUS activity in ctills that contain both the reporter gene
and RF2a. The results suggest, but do not conclusively prove, that the regulatory activity is
effected by homodimic RF2a: it is possible, though somewhat unlikely, that tkc exists in
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tobacco tissues, a ‘partner’that interacts with RF2a to confer the activity. I%& is onc of very few
examples in which exmession of a sinde transcription co-factor alters the uattern of cxmcssion
of the mornoter.

During these studies it was observed that a large percentage of transgenic plants that ‘contain the
reporter gene plus the gene encoding the bZIl? domain, but not other RF2a mutants. exhibit an
abnormal growth phenotype (we have not yet produced transgenic plants that contain only the
bZIP domain). The abnormal growth is characterized by a downward curling of leaves that
involves tic midvcin, but not the petiole; similarly, in older Ieaves the secondary and tertiary
veins are misshapen, and cause a downward cuding in various parts of the aging leaf(Fig. 9E).
This is a very recent observatio~ and is not yet fully described. Nevertheless, we have drawn
several conclusions from the studies to date. First, observed that development of vascular tissue
was abnormal, and resulted in overproduction of certain cell types: we propose (based upon
limited experimental data!) that this may cause the leaf to be distotied. Second, abnormal growth
is more severe in some plants than in others, and becomes more severe as the plant ages. “Lhese
observations suggest the possibility that the bZIP domain of RF2~ when produced in absence of
the A, P, and Q domains, has a negative impact on expression of genes in tobacco plants that are
involved in development of vascular tissues. This impact might be caused by interaction of the
bZIP domain with other bZll? proteins and altering their activity, or by its binding to
transcriptional promoters of genes that are involved in vascular development, and altering their
pattern of expression. It is interesting to recall that the distortion of leaf development is not
apparent in plants that contain other mutants of RF2a. These studies are ongoing.

B. Expression of mutants of lU~2ain transgenic rice ukmts. As summarized above (see
Introduction of Progress Report) we found that expression in transgenic rice plants of a gene
encoding (-) sense sequences of the RF2a gene resuhed in altered development of the young
leaves (Yin et al,, 1997b), and expression of bZIP domain of RF2a in transgenic tobacco plants
caused abnom~aI growth. To determine if the bZIP domain has an effect on rice plants and can be
used as a dominant negative mutant to control RTBV promoter, gene constructs with the bZIP
coding sequence of RF2a under the control of different tissue-specific promoters were built (Fig.
10). These genes are currently being usccl to ml.ransfmm transgenic rice lines which contain the
short RTBV promoter (-164 to +45, rcfcrrcd to as the E fra~ent, Yin and Beachy, 1995) ligated
with the uidA gene sequence.

New Research: Isolation of IU?2b.a Putative Partner for RF2a. As indicated above, it appears
that there are two nuclear proteins that bind to the Box II sequence element. The bZIP
transcription factor RF2a was isolated based upon its binding to Box U using the yeast one-
hybrid system. We used the yeast two-hybrid system to clone the putative artner of RF2a.

$Because bZLPproteins normally forma hornodimer or heterodimer throu the bZIP domain,
this domain of RF2a was used as the bait to screen a yeast cDNA expression library. In total, 1.7
x 106 colonies were screened. After carrying out a His- selection on the colonies, we isolated 39
positive clones; a lacZ assay elimhated two-thirds of the false positive clones, after which 12
candidates remained. Lastly, we carried out a mating assay and found that 11 of the 12
candidates restored HIS3 gene expression. Among these clones, onc was identified (based on
sequence analysis) as RE2rg the others belong to four different cDNA species. All candidate
cDNA species were isolated at least twice. Two of the four candidate cDNAs contain a bZIP
domain with high similarity to the bZIP domain of RF2~ and were designated R.F2b and TF15.
The bZIT domain of RF2b shares 72% nucleotide identity with RF2a and 83% identity at the
amino acid (a a.) sequenee level (see Fig. 11 for comparison of bZIP sequences of RF2a and
RF2b, and other similar proteins); the bZIl? domain oEW15 has a low (36?40)relatedness to RF2a
at the a.a, level. Based on these data we focused on the analysis of RF2b.
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RF2b is a 1640 bp cDNA which has a long ORF, encoding a protein of 329 a.a. Southern bIot

d
assa s showed that it is a single copy gene in rice (as is RF2a), and Northern blots showed a
sin e band of about 1.7 kb. In addition to the bZIP domain, RF2b has IXVOputative functional
domains, namely an acidic domain at the N-tcmlinus and a proline-rich domain at the C-
terminus. To determine if RP2b has the capacity to bind to cis-element Box IT.EMSA was
carried out using RF2b expressed and isolated from E,COEThe results demonstrated that RF2b
has the abiIity to bind to Box II and BOXllml (described above). In addition, we found fiat
RIi2b forms a heterodimer with RF2a in EMSA conditiom indicating that RF2b may be a
partner ofRF2a. We will propose to investi ate the fictional relationship between RF2a and

?RF2b in terms of activities in expression o the RTBV promoter.

Publications that cite support during current grant period:

VOIOUdakiS,A.E., Yin, Y.: ~d Beachy, R.N. 1998. “Recombinant protein expression in plants.”
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Hoeffler. San Diego: Academic Press. (in press)
Yin, Y., Chen, L., and Beachy, R.N. 1997a. Promoter elements required for phloem-specific
gene expression from the RTBV promoter in rice. PlanlJ 12:1179-1188,
Yin, Y., Zhu, Q., Dai, S., Lamb, C., and Beachy, R.N. 1997b. RF2~ a bZll? transcriptional
activator of the phloem-specific rice tungro bacillifonn virus promoter, functions in vascular
development. EMBO J 16:5247-5259.
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Abstract

We studied the role of the fice transcription factor RF2ato regulateexpressionof the

promoter from Rice li.mgroBacilliforrnVirus (RTBV)in transgenicplants. The

RTBVpromolcrexpressedin phloemcellsintransgenicriceplants and RF2q a b-ZJP

protein, is known to binds a cis DNAsequenceelementin the promoter.Here, we

demonstratethat the full lengthRTBV promoter comprisingnucIeotides -731 to +45

relative to the transm”ption,and a ilagment, named ‘E’, comprisingnucleotides -164

to +4.5are phloem specific in tobacco. Whena gene encodingRF2a was constitutively

co-expressedwiti a reporter gene (uid A) under comrol of the RTBV promoter, there

was a 5-20 fold increase in GUS activity. Besides the expression of the RTBV

promoterwasaltered from phloe.mspecificityto constitutiw. The increase in activi~

was positively correlatedwith the amount of RF2a in rransgenicplants. RF2a does not

produce any morphological changes. We also show that ectopic expression of the b-

ZtP domain of RF2a reduces expression of the R.TBV promoter. I%rthermorq

constitutive expression of the b-ZIPdomain alters Ieafdevelopment in tobaccoplants.

Qlo13 I
I
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I%g.1 Schamatic representationof
RF2a (w.t) with the bZIP domain and
three potentialactivation domains:

prollne (P), acidic(A), and glutamine
(Q). Mutantsfrom which Wgie or
multipie domainswere defeted(4. .
ara itidieated.

Ubi 5’ 1 rf2a(+) bs3

1 RTav!r I rf2a(+)

1 ew s’ I rf2a(+) t41093

constitutive

phlaem

phloam

.

mesophell d

1 Pa12 5’ I rf2a(+) PhX3
xylem

Fig.2 Diagram of constructs with ema sansa (+] Or antfsanse (-) orientation of rf2a driven by
dmerent tissue specific promoters. ubi, maize ublquitin; Sh, synthaee-1 promotefi RTBV,
RTBV promoter; Cam Arabidopds cab3 promoter; Pai& baan pai2 gent%

m?.- - + - - +
Tma -+”-+-

Rm8 ””-+++

‘m-oe--

1.0 6.0 S6 26 4.1 l&7

Fig. 4 Functional interaction between rice TBP and
RF2a transcription factor. RTBV promoter:GUS
construct was used as tampkte for in vitro transcription
raaction& 100 ng each of TEP, l’FNB, and RF2a were
addad 10 min. beforatha addition of rice whole ceil
extracts. Products of the reaction ware sepamted on 8?!
polyacryiamide danaturhtggel. Flguras at the bottom m#ar to
quantitation of the produq relative to the ieft-most lane.

Fig. 3 Influenca of deleting domains of Rm on binding to Boxilml;
w.L f?F2aand mufants (ace Fig. 1) purified from E coli were used In
EMSA9 with i30xiIm7 as 32P Iabefed prok The reaction products
were saparaw on a 5% poiyacrilamide gel. All protei~ except
Ulosa f~Omwhich tha basic or kucine zlp~r UV~ M= bound
to the p~b&
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Fig.5 Furmtional interaotiona between rioe ‘TBPand RF2a
transcription faotor.100 ng each of TBP and RF2a or different
mUtanf8 of RF2s were added 10 min. before the addition of rice
whole cell extraots to the in vitro transcription reaotion.

Fig.7 Diagram of constmcts used for Agmbaoterium mediated
transformation. E = RTW promoterfmgmm, .164 to 45; RTBV c
full-length (L) promoter fmgment, 423 to +4s; 3sS =ass promoter
from CaM~ P, proline-rich domain of rf2a; ~ acidic domainof rf2a;
Q, glutamlne-rtch domainof rfzi; bZiP, bZiP domainof H2a; uldA~

GUS encoding gene.
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lzlols

TBP +-+

Rf2a -++’
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u

Ihii.
Probe ; ~

Flg.6 Physioal Intemtiions between
rice 78P and RF2a tmnscnption factor. 1
EMSJLBoxllml of RTBV promoterwas
used as 32P labeied probe. Adding
np WjthRF2a resulted in deonsase
in mobility of the complex.

Fig.72 EMSAot RF2a,
bZIP domain.of RF2a (3A),
and RF2b with 6oxllml probe

3h. “ Z* =7 “ .EF=-...- .-<.. ..:, ... ... .

Flg,8 GUS aotivity in extraots prepared from
tranagenic tobaca plants that harbor the
repoter gene pRTBV*US (E, shoti promot~
~ iong promoter) with or without a gene
encoding fuli length (F) RF2a (P35s:172a}
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Fig.9 GUS staining of Vansgenic tobacco plants. A) Cross section of kaf main vein of pkmts
transformed only with the reporter gena B) (%088section Of [ad mainwin of phntS
transformed with repow gane pius flFA C) WfIO&[m of plant as in~ D) Partial leaf
of plang as in 8. E) Misshapen leaf of planttrarIsforrI@ with tha reporter gen~
pfus the bZIP domain of RF2a

L- Ubi 5’ 1!!4~ 4iamain\Nos3’[ constitutive

t Sh 5’ 14bzlp domain/Nus3 g!hloem

I RT8v s’ H w dOmEh/NOS31phJocm

L Gb3 s la ~ domuin[NDs3f au

Pa12 F ~bZIP domain[Nos3’ xyiem

cell

Fig.10 Diagram of gane con&tructswith the bZfPcoding sequance
Of tf2a driven by different tissue specific pmoters (as above)
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Hgll Aligmant of animo acid aaque~ in the bZIP domains
of ffF2b and TH5 with RF2a and other known tIZiP proteins
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